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The Workshop


ACTING TRAINING TO MATCH YOUR LIFE

LIVE ONLINE CLASS + ON-DEMAND LESSONS


Transformations Weekly.
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Free Your Voice


Ignite Your Passion


Act at the Speed of Life


Training for Actors, Directors, Speakers,

and Storytellers from all walks of life


With

NYC & LA BASED PRODUCER, DIRECTOR, PERFORMANCE COACH


TOM TODOROFF

LET'S CONNECT »
















Online Acting Class


Mondays / Tuesdays / Saturdays

LET'S CONNECT!












ABOUT TOM & THE STUDIO


Over the course of a career spanning four decades, Tom Todoroff has coached, produced, directed and acted alongside some of the most celebrated and respected names in theater, film and television and rock & roll. Check out this video to learn more about his background!
















Testimonials
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“Todoroff is the best, all you need is T.T.”


Samuel L. Jackson




[image: stella adler]
“To be an actor is to be a fighter. Mr. Todoroff is a real fighter.”


Stella Adler




[image: jimmy buffett]
“Tommy, you're the Invisible Coral Reefer. You hear stuff that only dogs hear and see stuff that only eagles see! I want you to know how much I've learned from you.  You always give me great inspiration.”


Jimmy Buffett
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“Tom’s care, sensitivity, and insight are second to none.”


Liam Neeson




[image: sasha alexander]
“Tom teaches me how to trust my own instincts and to always work from myself..”


Sasha Alexander




[image: alexander payne]
“If I wanted to be an actor, Tom’s the guy. Oh…and he’s fun.”


Alexander Payne
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So What's the Workshop?


Old school actor training meets new world technology!  Study acting and auditioning for film, tv and theater online, on-camera from anywhere in the world.  Think of the Workshop as your artistic home!  Workshop members take live classes weekly with Tom Todoroff, as well as lessons in Voice, Speech & Movement with our rotating faculty of Guest Artists from Juilliard, Yale Drama, The Royal Shakespeare Company, Broadway, Film, TV etc. and an online resource library with over 600 hours of video lessons, links to scripts, monthly Q&A sessions and more.  This is Conservatory-style training tailored to you.


Becoming an actor takes a village - no one does it alone.  This is the most joyful, passionate, intentional way to stay connected to your craft and to ensure you’re not only maintaining, but continually strengthening your skill set as an actor.

LET'S CONNECT »
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Becoming a skilled actor is like becoming a skilled

dancer, musician or athlete.


LUCK = PRACTICE


Skip the drama and stay in shape!


When you do the work, you get the work!


Craft + Commitment = Confidence & Career.
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THE WORKSHOP SCHEDULE


LIVE ONLINE CLASS MEETS WEEKLY.  ENROLLMENT IS MONTH TO MONTH.  


 


Acting Class with Tom


SATURDAYS 12:30 - 4:00 EST / 9:30 - 1:00 PST / 5:30 - 9:00 GMT


MONDAYS 11:30 - 3:00 EST / 8:30 - 12:00 PST / 4:30 - 8:00 GMT


TUESDAYS 11:30 - 3:00 EST / 8:30 - 12:00 PST / 4:30 - 8:00 GMT


LIVE, highly personalized coaching with Tom Todoroff every Saturday and / or Monday and / or Tuesday.  Members may sign up to work in the class or learn through observation - it's up to you! The class covers TV/Film audition technique, monologues, scene-study and cold-reading as well as business insights, career coaching and guidance on developing a portfolio of pieces uniquely suited to you. Plenty of Q&A as well! Experience immediate, dynamic transformations weekly!


 


ELECTIVE CLASSES (Included in Workshop Membership)


TECHNIQUE REVIEW - with Studio Director, Emily Moulton


VOICE / SPEECH / MOVEMENT WORKOUT - with rotating Guest Artist Faculty


These elective classes will help you learn the technique and warm-up physically and vocally before acting class with Tom begins!  Can't make it live?  We'll give you a video recording to study later!


Technique Review


[ELECTIVE CLASS]


SATURDAYS 11:00 - 11:30 EST / 8:00 - 8:30 PST / 4:00 - 4:30 GMT


MONDAYS 10:00 - 10:30 EST / 7:00 - 7:30 PST / 3:00 - 3:30 GMT


TUESDAYS 10:00 - 10:30 EST / 7:00 - 7:30 PST / 3:00 - 3:30 GMT


Learn our holistic, visceral and practical approach to any script and any medium, from your audition for an HBO series, to Shakespeare in the Park! Every Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, we'll give you an overview of all components of the Todoroff Technique, so you can begin applying them in your own work. As you integrate these tools, you'll find it becomes easier to analyze a script and make dynamic, compelling performance choices immediately!


Stop relying solely on your subjective response to the material. Build Technique and your confidence will follow!


 


Voice & Speech Workout


[ELECTIVE CLASS]


SATURDAYS 11:30 - 12:30 EST / 8:30 - 9:30 PST / 4:30 - 5:30 GMT


MONDAYS 10:30 - 11:30 EST / 7:30 - 8:30 PST / 3:30 - 4:30 GMT


TUESDAYS 10:30 - 11:30 EST / 7:30 - 8:30 PST / 3:30 - 4:30 GMT


A fundamental component of comprehensive actor training! Your connection to your voice, your breath and your articulation is your connection to your emotional body! Want more power, presence and freedom of expression? It all begins here. We have a rotating faculty of experts in the field from Juilliard, Yale Drama, NYU Tisch, University of Southern California, The Royal Shakespeare Company, Film, TV and Broadway - who take you through these workouts every Saturday, Monday and Tuesday! View Voice & Speech & Movement Faculty here.


 


Can't be there live every week? We got you.


Workshop Members get replays from every acting class, every voice / speech / movement warm-up, and an extensive archive of actor coaching sessions from past classes to watch anytime!  600 hours and counting!  Plus A LOT more. Scroll down for Membership details.










Ready to train?


Join the Membership!


Train on Mondays, Tuesdays or Saturdays




MONTHLY

MEMBERSHIP





	Training to fit your life
	Live Online and On-Demand Lessons
	Train with Top Industry Pros
	A Kickass, Passionate Community
	Be Transported to the Front Row from Anywhere in the World!









Join Mondays


Join TUESDAYS


Join SATURDAYS









WHAT'S INCLUDED IN MY MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP? (click here)






WHEN YOU JOIN


	20+ hours per month of LIVE online training featuring Director, Producer and Acting Coach, Tom Todoroff, and our faculty of top-tier teaching artists!
	600+ hours of on-demand video lessons with Tom and our faculty, accessible to members only.
	Flexibility to attend alternate class days as necessary if your schedule changes.
	Exclusive access to our library of invaluable written resources - including recommended reading, monologue and scene material.
	Exclusive access to recorded highlights from the Workshop every week (so if you miss a live class, you can catch up later!)
	Exclusive access to archive of "Lessons from Tom" for your review on-demand any time. 
	Exclusive access to the transcript from our chat file for every session.
	Exclusive access to select recordings of text analysis examples.
	Exclusive access to voice & speech & movement lessons with a rotating faculty of world-class instructors from Juilliard, Yale Drama, NYU Tisch, Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, The Royal Shakespeare Company and coaches to Film, TV, Broadway and more - for your continued practice anytime!
	Monthly LIVE fireside chats with Tom and members for intimate Q&A on topics of your choice.
	Exclusive access to our Community platform only for Monthly Members!  Connect with each other, work on scenes and monologues and get support from the TT Team with any questions you may have!
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Blanca B


"This workshop isn't just about acting - it's about life and how our responsibility to ourselves and to our craft are eternally intertwined. "To Thine Own Self Be True." If we can face our life with truth, humor and passion, our acting will follow."
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Daniel G


"I can say unequivocally that Tom's Workshop has been a lifesaver.  I feel I've learned more about acting in these last few months than in my entire lifetime."
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Jagruti P


"If you're dedicated to fast-forwarding your career, you must attend this online acting class. It will guide you to understanding yourself and the business."
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Christina C


"Wanted to share I'm running to attend a rehearsal for a new production I've been cast in. I cannot express how GRATEFUL I am for Emily and Tom and this INCREDIBLE COMMUNITY. It has been a huge blessing in my life and doing the work here is what's gotten me the work out there!!! I appreciate you all more than I can express!"
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Laurie K


"Best acting (and life) training imaginable. I learned more in one day with Tom than I ever learned in a University semester. Core principles to guide the actor which overflow into life in general. I'm a stronger actor AND human, thanks to this class."
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Lars C


"Tom's ability to redirect a sub-par performance into a bookable one is remarkable and a thing of beauty to watch. He also teaches from a very clear and organized framework, which - when learned and followed - allows us to self-diagnose and make top level choices ourselves rather than being fully dependent on his direction."






SEE MORE TESTIMONIALS
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TOM HAS

WORKED WITH


Sasha Alexander, Joan Allen, Karen Allen, Shamier Anderson, Patricia Arquette, Michael Bent, Cicely Berry, Jacqueline Bisset, Jimmy Buffett, Kate Burton, Kerry Butler, Billy Campbell, Elpidia Carrillo, Nell Carter, Josh Charles, Susan Cowsill, Gavin Creel, Marcia Cross, Henry Czerny, Blythe Danner, Claire Danes, Daniel Davis, Lolita Davidovich, Joaquim DeAlmeida, Jeff “The Dude” Dowd, Roma Downey, Lindsay Duncan, Hector Elizondo, Scott Ellis, Harrison Ford, Darrell Foster, Victor Garber, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Perri Gilpin, Richard Gere, Brendan Gleeson, Tony Goldwyn, Topher Grace, Joel Grey, Bruce Greenwood, Lukas Haas, Marriette Hartley, Mariel Hemingway, Bob Hoskins, Helen Hunt, Samuel L. Jackson, Bianca Jagger, Allison Janney, Cherry Jones, Tommy Lee Jones, Dakota Johnson, Moira Kelly, Robert Lansing, Carl Lewis, Daniel Lindsay, Ray Liotta, Lucy Liu, Heather Locklear, Gabriel Mann, Eric McCormack, Dina Merrill, Sienna Miller, George Morfogen, James Naughton, Liam Neeson, Timothy Olyphant, Peter O’Toole, Gwyneth Paltrow, Lou Diamond Phillips, Christina Ricci, Doris Roberts, Keri Russell, Rene Russo, Bas Rutten, Josef Sommer, Jill St. John, Paul Stanley, Toby Stephens, Jon Tenney, Richard Thomas, Maria Tucci, Carmen Twillie, Diane Venora, Katie Wagner, Natasha Wagner, Robert Wagner, Emily Watson, Dar Williams, Robert Wuhl, Alex Wurman & Rachel York.
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YOU’RE NEXT!


LET'S GET STARTED!

LET'S CONNECT! LET'S CONNECT >>







@tomtodoroff












400+


Google Reviews


4.9

rating here





PRODUCER AND CONSULTANT
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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For more detailed information about classes, tuition or other concerns, we invite you to contact the Tom Todoroff Studio today by calling 212-362-8141, or by writing to us through our secure contact page.
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Join Our Mailing List
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Contact Us
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Call or Text: 212.362.8141
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workshop@tomtodoroff.com
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